Here k is the force constant of the springs, ui and u2 are the displacements of the sites at the ends of the spring b from their respective equilibrium positions Ri and R2, Ri2 is a unit vector in the direction Ri -R2, and, for each bond, eb is a random variable assuming the values 1, with probability p, and 0, with probability 1 -p, corresponding respectively to the bond b being present or absent from the lattice. This model has received considerable attention recently, ' 4 but a comprehensive analytic treatment of it has yet to appear. The present work is a precursor to a mean-field theory in that we here, for the first time, identify order-parameter fields which can describe the crossover that must occur at the threshold from a type of percolation to a type of rigidity susceptibility. The analogy with the resistor network has been recognized, but not yet formulated concretely. By exploring this analogy in detail, we have been led to identify bondangle coordinates as the above-mentioned orderparameter fields. Our result that there is a bond-angle rigid phase intervening between the disordered phase and the "rigid" (i.e. , solid) phase, although novel to this problem, is similar to that obtained for twodimensional melting5 and thus puts this problem into a more general context than heretofore.
To describe our result, it is useful to recall the nature of the crossover from percolation to conductivity in the analogous diluted resistor network, (2) is the configurationally averaged dimensionless torsional resistance between bonds subject to their being in the same splay-rigid cluster, @, l is the elastic crossover exponent which describes the way n", scales with distance between bonds, I rb -rb I, and a vsR is the correlation-length exponent for splay rigidity.
We now consider the location of the threshold for splay rigidity to percolate. For a diluted network, the mean cluster size for ordinary percolation diverges at p, and the mean size of totally rigid clusters has been shown' to diverge at a larger value of p, which we denote pTR ) p, . The important question is now: At what value of p (denoted psR) will the mean size of splay-rigid clusters diverge? Since (viz. see Fig. 2) splay rigidity propagates through some structures which are not totally rigid as well as through all that are, it is clear that psR~pTR. Moreover, to make such a large splay-rigid cluster totally rigid requires the addition of a finite fraction of cross linkages. Thus we intuit the inequalities (6a) [ 3] (p p)
-r",I
-(PsR -P) "" X'"'"-(psR -p) "".
X'""y= (3, 0, 12, 12, 24, 36, 60, 96, 156, 264, 420, 564) , X = (3, 0, 48, 36, 216, 324, 828, 1512, 3084, 6012, 11 232, 18 696), xg'= (0, 0, 6, 24, 72, 180, 402, 852, 1704, 3342, 6312, 11 
